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Identifying how the connections between 
regions of the brain contribute to anxiety.!
by KAY TYE, 33  Pioneer!
!
! “As a postdoc at Stanford University, Tye took advantage of a relatively new 
technology called optogenetics, which allows researchers to use light to turn specific, 
genetically modified neurons on and off in lab animals.”  All of this research points back 
to treating brain disorders. Brain disorders are classified as trauma to the brain, ex;!
stroke (restricted or reduced oxygen and blood in the brain that leads to cellular death)!
viral infections (viruses may cause inflammation and swelling in the brain's tissue)!
disease and cancer, and abnormal growths (tumors). For the current market, consumers 
need to have their mental health. If this technology is improved upon the mental 
illnesses and issues people face may decrease which would leave to longer healthier 
higher quality of life. When people live longer they buy more, and if people are buying 
more instead of recessing due to health costs the market is improving. !
! “If scientists can find a way to safely manipulate the human neural connections 
involved in feelings such as anxiety, therapies might be more precise and cause fewer 
side effects.”  Lowering the levels of anxiety can help calm consumers to make 
definitive choices when buying. I see many circumstances that lead to no sale due to 
indecisiveness on the part of the consumer. In addressing the the therapies, each 
person should have a chance at living a normal life unaffected by nerves, which can 
lead to the use of negative habits to calm or distract an individual. Maybe with these 
new anxiety cases people will stop bitting their nails, drinking to feel safe, smoking for a 
comfort factor, or using retile therapy. !!!!
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Week 8!
!
Dodge!
RON BURGUNDY INTERACTIVE!
January 16, 2014!!
! Ron Burgundy represented the sales voice for Dodge cars and I think he was an 
incredible campaign. The content Dodge could use draws from the movie which is over 
1hr 30 min of jokes and memorable imagery. I think the iconic character added a sense 
of humor and cult following immediately by adding Ron boosting their pop culture image 
and adding to their sales. !

He was in a series of different ads 
including his jokes to parallel the features 

of the car. I do not care for dodge but I saw 
these ads constantly in preparation for the 
Anchorman 2 movie. The attention for the 
commercial was successful and Ron was used 
tastefully. In my opinion even though the movie 
was a flop, the character is iconic and helps 
propel the campaign. !


